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Abstract 
We present a new perspective for investigating the probably approximate correct (PAC) leam- 
ability of classes of concepts. We focus on special sets of points for characterizing the concepts 
within their class. This gives rise to a general notion of boundary of a concept, which holds 
even in discrete spaces, and to a special probability measuring technique. This technique is ap- 
plied (i) to narrow the gap between the minimum and maximum sample sizes necessary to learn 
even under a more stringent learnability definition, and (ii) to get self-explanatory indices of 
the complexity of the learning task. These indices can be roughly estimated uring the learning 
process and appear very useful in the treatment of nonsymbolic procedures, e.g. in the context 
of neutral networks. 
1. Introduction 
Learning - in the sense of building up of a routine not yet available in our software 
library, on the sole basis of a set of examples about how the routine has to behave - 
is often a costly job for computing machineries. The probably approximately correct 
(PAC) model [ 111, introduced by Valiant in 1984, supplies a natural framework for 
evaluating the complexity of machine learning procedures. The main ingredients of 
PAC learning are: 
l a probability space (X, B,P), where 
X is the set of the possible outcomes of a source of random data, 
5 is a a-algebra on X, and 
P is a (possibly unknown) probability measure defined over 9; 
l a set C of subsets c of X belonging to 9. Every c is called a concept, and C is a 
concept class; 
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Fig. I. A PAC learning framework. (X is the set of points belonging to the Cartesian plane, c a concept 
from the concept class of circles; h a hypothesis from the same concept class, (0) = I-labelled (positive) 
sampled points; ( + ) = 0-labelled (negative) sampled points). 
l a labelled random sample $,, which, for each c, is constituted of pairs {(ti,xc(li)), 
i=l ,. . . ,m}, where 51,. . . , l, are randomly chosen from X and xc : X I-+ (0, 1) is 
the characteristic function of c; thus, by definition, xc([) = 1 if and only if 5 is an 
element of c. 
In strictly mathematical terms, learning consists in computing a statistics on $,,. The 
output of this computation is a symbolical description of a region h C X, h E 9, which 
we call hypothesis and assume as an estimate of c. The probability value E = P(c t h) 
of the symmetric difference between c and h is assumed to be the loss function [ 151 
of our estimate, thus providing an accuracy parameter for the hypothesis. A learning 
algorithm is a procedure A to generate a family of hypotheses h, with their respective 
parameters E, converging to 0 in probability. 
For instance, in Fig. 1 the set X of the experimental outcomes coincides with the 
Cartesian plane; the learning task is to identify one particular circle c within the con- 
cept class C of all possible circles in the Cartesian plane. This might be a mathematical 
model for identifying the site and the emission range of a source of radiating pollu- 
tion, such as noise, X-ray and so on, in a flat homogeneous region. In this case it is 
reasonable to regard circles as possible hypotheses, so that also the set of hypotheses 
is represented by C. Our labelled sample might be identified with a set of randomly 
distributed monitoring stations. The ith station is completely described by its posi- 
tion ti in the plane, together with (0, I}-valued variable, telling us whether pollution 
is detected - above a given threshold - by the station. We are concerned with the 
probability that Mr. John Smith is exposed to radiation, assuming the population to 
have the same distribution as the set of monitoring stations. Thus, the accuracy of 
the hypothesis refers not directly to the portion of region which is misclassified - the 
part which is subjected to pollution but the authority declares safe on the basis of the 
above monitorings and viceversa ~ rather to the probability that Mr. Smith lives in 
this region. With a few minor caveats, to be discussed later, our theory is applicable 
to any concept class. In the course of our exposition, to fix the ideas, we shall indulge 
on discussing some simple and clearly defined examples. 
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Disregarding the most ambitious goal of perfect (E = 0) learning, which is only an 
asymptotical target of other theories [8], in Valiant approach [ 1 l] one is able to compute 
stringent bounds on the sample size needed to achieve any preassigned accuracy and 
confidence to the learning algorithm. These bounds are connected to some combinatorial 
indices of complexity of C. 
With respect to other well-known statistical methods for domain estimate, such as 
those given by equivalent statistical blocks [9, lo] or by confidence regions [15], a 
distinguishing feature of PAC learning estimate is the restriction to regions h of a 
certain prescribed shape: this has strong impact on the informative content of the 
sampled points. 
Vapnik [ 121 and Valiant [5] use the sampled points as witnesses of the concept c 
to be learned. Accordingly, if a 1-labelled point is observed in a given position of 
the sample space, it means that this position is included in the concept and vice-versa 
for 0-labelled points. Moreover, owing to our assumptions about the class to which 
c belongs, some of these points play the role of markers which extend their label 
to specially shaped surrounding regions. For example, for the concept and hypothesis 
classes of Fig. 1, surroundings have the shape of waning or waxing moon, like those 
marked in this picture. 
From a different perspective, using a military metaphor just as a joke, we look at 
the sample points as sentinels along a frontier. Namely, consider the enemy region 
constituted by the symmetric difference c t h. We call sentinels those (positive, as 
well as negative) sampled points that forbid the expansion of c + h. For instance in 
Fig. 1 point X* is a sentinel if c is fixed and c t h might grow only by inclusion. 
The remaining sampled points constitute then rear-guard which, if numerous and fairly 
scattered on X, gives confidence that each possible critical point of the frontier has 
been considered in our list of the guard points. 
Fix C and consider the task of watching on the concepts of C. Depending on our 
watching strategy, for any concept c there will exist a minimum number n(c) of sen- 
tinels for watching. Let dc be the supremum of all n(c)‘s as c ranges over all concepts 
of C. We assume dc as an index of complexity for C and we call it detail of C. 
From a more statistical point of view, the confidence 6 on the measure t: of a 
watched region arises from the comparison between the number of sampled points and 
the number of sentinels which are necessary to watch the region. 
In the line of rank order statistics theory [9, lo], the key idea is the following: 
Let RI CR:! C R3 G . . be the set of growing subsets c + h’s depicted in Fig. 2. 
Whatever the probability distribution P on X, for any two such regions R’ and R” we 
have that R’ c R” w P(R’) <P(R”). Moreover, assume that an algorithm A computes 
statistics from random samples of size m drawn by X. In particular, the output of A 
on sampled points lr, 52,. . . , &,,, is a symbolic description of the region R. 
Now, let us identify event E with its description, namely, E = [description of E]. By 
R, we mean a subset Ri such that P(R;) = IX, let El = [R, contains the sentinels of R], 
E2 = [RCR,] and E3 = [P(R) <a]. Then, after minor cautions, El implies both E2 and 
E3. Consequently, letting Xtn*) be the Cartesian product of m copies of X and Pcrn) be the 
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Fig. 2. Regions growing by inclusion. R = c f h; R; = c t h,. If R, contains the sentinels of R, then RCR,, 
and P(R)<P(R,) 
measure of the m-fold product probability space (X@), F-_(m), P(“)), P@)( [P(R) < a]) 2 
P)(El). 
If on each sample R has exactly k sentinels, for a given k, a special selection of 
the above regions Ri will allow us to obtain that Et is equivalent to the event Ed = 
[at least k sampled points fall in R,], so that Pcm)(El) is computed from the binomial 
distribution law. Finally, if the sentinels are in number less or equal k, then the above 
probability is a suitable lower bound on P(“‘)(P(R) <a). 
For the validity of the above argument, one must guarantee that the error measure is 
a random variable whose infimum equals 0. This requires stating prescriptions on the 
“completeness” of the learning algorithm in assigning hypotheses to samples. Therefore, 
(i) we characterize this assignment in terms of the number n(c) of arguments which 
are necessary to it for pointing exactly to the concept c which has to be learnt. We 
call arity of the learning algorithm the supremum of n(c), where c ranges over C. 
(ii) we establish a link between the arity of the learning algorithm and the learnability 
of the concept class. 
Some other complexity indices are proposed in the literature, such as Vapnik- 
Chervonenkis dimensions [13] or width [6]. Among the main distinguishing features 
of our approach let us mention the following: 
1. Our notion of detail and arity is more directly linked to the complexity of actual 
learning procedures. 
2. By seeing concepts through these indices and using the above probability mea- 
suring technique, we are allowed to tighten the usual gap between lower and upper 
bounds on sample sizes needed for obtaining prescribed learning accuracies. 
3. Detail and arity can be roughly estimated already during the learning process, just 
in connection with that portion of the hypothesis class which is effectively spanned. 
Moreover, without any attempt to lower the complexity of the whole learning task, 
we highlight a possible nonuniformity of the complexity of the hypothesis class with 
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respect to the accuracy target which occurs in subsymbolic learning [7]. This might 
motivate the general lower cost of the related learning paradigms. 
2. Bordering the concepts 
Suppose we are given: 
_ a nonempty set X 
_ a (0, I}-valued function b : X H (0, l}, wh’ h tc we shall call Boolean function over 
x 
- a vector of pairs ((xi, b(xi)),i = 1,. . . ,n), with xi E X. 
By abuse of notation, we shall not make any distinction between b and its support, 
i.e. the set of elements x such that b(xi) = 1. We call the pairs (xi, b(xi)) labelled 
points for giving a geometrical evidence to the matter and the set of pairs sample for 
meaning that these points might be whichever in X, some possibly coinciding, though 
they do not constitute, here, a random sample. 
Now, imagine stating an inference rule A for discovering b from the above labelled 
points. A minimal requisite to be satisfied by any rule is consistency: for each sample, 
the inferred function must compute well at least on the sample points. 
Then, we are interested in selecting from the sample the pivots of this inference, i.e. 
that minimal subset of “sentinels” which alone imply the consistency of the hypothesis. 
A first result of this section is that under very general conditions these pivots are 
shattered [3] by the image of A. 
The remaining of this section is aimed at stating further connections between the 
sentinels and the whole sample which makes A inferring b. 
We are only concerned with algorithmic inference rules - we don’t allow such 
devices as oracles, random bit generators and the like. Accordingly, we start by defining 
a hypothesis class H as a family of subsets of X arising from the output of some 
function F of the samples taken from X. F will represent the core of any A, as will be 
shown later. The first result on the pivots of the inference rule is obtained by studying 
H as a general collection C of subsets of X. The remaining connections between pivots 
and whole sample will concern a restriction d of F. 
Notational conventions: 
- Sets will be denoted by both small and capital letters, with the tendency to use 
lower-case letter (e.g. x) for meaning an element of a set denoted by capital of the 
same letter (e.g. X). 
- Bold capital letter shall be usually deserved to denote set of sets (e.g. C). Bold 
lower case letter shall denote vectors (e.g. x). 
_ For any vector x, 1x1 denotes the length of x, i.e. the number of its components, 
set(x)deno the set {Xi} of all the x occurring among the components of x. 
_ By #B we shall denote the cardinality of B; B shall denote the complement of B, 
when the universe is clear from the context. As usual, n and U shall denote set-theoretic 
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Fig. 3. F associates three subsets of the Cartesian plane to the vector (xl ,x2,x3) when its components are 
partitioned in two external points: x1 and x2 and one inner point: x3. 
intersections and unions, respectively. Following tradition, the symbol 1 shall denote 
negation. 
- (v I&y)) means “y such that q(v) is true”. Note that we will never use { / }. We 
will use {( 1 )} sometimes with obvious meaning. 
Definition 1. Given a set X and a vector x = (xi , . . . ,x,) over X (in the sense that all 
components Xi of x are elements of X), by a partitioned vector we mean a pair (x, rc) 
where K{ 1 , . . . ,Ixl} and the following condition is satisfied: 
(i) (Noncontradiction) Whenever i, j E { 1,. . . ,Ixl} and xi = xj, then i E 71 iff j E rr. 
Let W be the set of partitioned vectors over X. Then contouring function is a map 
F : (x, TC) H F(x, TC) c 2’ whose domain is a subset W’ of W obeying to the following 
constraint: 
(ii) (Completeness) For every vector x of any length over X, there exists at least 
one partition rt such that F(x, n) is defined. 
The map assigns to every partitioned vector (x,rc) E W’ as set F(x, TC) of subsets of 
X with the following property: 
(iii) (Consistency) Whenever (x, n) is in the domain of F and c E F(x, n) then i E T-C 
iff xi E c. We mean by H the union of all sets F(x,z) where (x,rc) ranges over the 
domain of definition of F. Thus, a set c CX belongs to H iff for some partitioned 
vector (x, rr), c E F(x, TC). 
If in this definition we omit the consistency condition (iii), we obtain a notion of 
precontouring function. In the rest of paper, by G we shall always denote a precon- 
touring function. 
Example 1. Given X = R2, an instance F((x~,x~,xJ),{~}) of a possible F for the set 
H of circles on the Cartesian plane is shown in Fig. 3. 
Remark 1. We insist that F associates sets of subsets of X to vectors of labelled 
points. In the following we will assume that these points are randomly sampled from 
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X, and will focus on the size of this sample. In particular: 
(a) the same item might fill more locations of the vector; 
(b) the partition rt assigns labels to points; 
(c) these labels are to signify membership to a some subset a of X, which belongs 
to H if condition (iii) holds; namely points whose indices are in 7-r are labelled by “+” 
or “1” (o in the pictures) belong to a, the other points are labelled by “-” or “0” (+ 
in the pictures) with the complementary meaning. 
(d) F(x, n) lists a set of subsets h of H, to which the above labelling is true. 
Condition (ii ) is only a prerequisite for having a contouring function that on correct 
labelling outputs at least one item. More stringent conditions will be stated later. 
Definition 2. Given a nonempty set X, a concept c is any ’ subset of X and a concept 
class is a nonempty collection CC2” of concepts. 
Definition 3. Given a concept class CC2”, a sentry function on C is a total function 
s : c u (0,X) H 2x 
satisfying the following conditions: 
( 1) the elements of S(c) are outside c. This means that, for every c in the domain 
of s, 
c n S(c) = 0; 
(2) if CI,Q E C, (~2 $ cl) and ci U S(cl)Cq US(Q) then c2 U S(ci) # 0; 
(3) no S’#S exists satisfying (2) and having the property that S’(c)CS(c) for each c. 
(4) whenever c and c’ are such that CC c’ U S(c’) and c’ n S(c) = 0, then the 
restriction of S to C - {c’} is a sentry function of C - {c’}. 
Notation: c+ = cUS(c); cl <cz iff (~2 $ cl) and c:sct; up(c) = {(c’ E C 1 c<c’)} 
Terminology: c2 is sentineled by S(ci) iff qnS(c,) # 0; S(c) = the minimal bound- 
ary set of c upon S. 
Remark 2. A given concept class might admit more than one sentry function. The non 
inclusion of c’ in c when c cc’ gives a direction in designing S. The minimal@ of S 
has to be appraised on the whole class C. Condition (4) prevents from building bound- 
ary functions which are unnatural, in a sense which will be clear in Example 4 below, 
where some boundary points of some c have the sole role of artificially increasing the 
elements of c.+ in order to avoid its inclusion in another c’+. Condition (4) states that 
this role a can be only considered a side effect of points which are primarily involved 
in sentinelling some concept. 
Example 2. A possible minimal boundary set of an item c of the concept class H of 
Example 1 is shown in Fig. 4. 
’ Measurability of c will be taken into account in the next sections 
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Fig. 4. Two points x1 ,x2 outside c are sufficient to prevent that a larger circle not containing them includes c. 
Definition 4. We call detail dc of a concept class C the supremum of the cardinal- 
ities of the minimal boundary sets of its concepts with respect to all possible sentry 
functions. In symbols, 
dc = sup #S(c). 
S,&C 
Example 3. (a) The class of circles of Example 1, has dc = 2. 
(b) The class cl = - - -, cz = - + +, c3 = + - +, c4 = + + +, where “+” denotes 
and element Xj belonging to ci and “-” means an element outside CL, has dc = 2. A 
worst case S is so specified: S(q) = { x,,xz}; S(c2) = {a}; S(c3) = {x2); S(c4) = 0. 
However, a cheaper S is: S(q) = (x3); S(Q) = {xi};S(cs) = (x2); S(Q) = 0. 
Remark 3. Note that in Example 3(b), in principle, c2 is not comparable with ~3, but 
once xi is put in S(Q) then c3 c c2+, so that x2 needs in S( c3 ) to sentinel both c4 and ct. 
From now on we will focus on concept classes like that of our last example. There 
are two main reasons to do so: They are suitable to put in evidence the combinato- 
rial aspects of the learning problems. The key items of these classes are elements of 
possibly non vanishing probability. 
Let us establish some properties of the sentry functions. These allow us to prove 
Theorem 1 which is one of the key statements of this paper. 
Lemma 1. Given a concept c in a class C, and a sentry S over C, for each c’ E up(c), 
S(c) n c’ # 0. 
Proof. If S(c) n c’ = 0 and S(c) U cCS(c’) u c’ then S(c)@(c’) n Fn C, so c <c’ and 
c’ is not sentinelled by S(c). This contradicts Definition 2. 0 
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Lemma 2. Adopt the same notation of Lemma 1. Further, for each x E S(c), let 
TX = S(c)- {x} and let 
L(c) - {CC E UP(C) I c’ is not sentinelled by T,)}. 
Then wve have 
(1) ZJc) is nonempty. 
(2) For every c’ E IX(c), we have x E c’. 
Proof. (1) Z,(c) = 0 + S(c) = TX. 
(2) If there exists a c’ E Z,(c) such that x $ c’, then c’ is not sentinelled by TX U {x} 
and therefore S(c) is not a minimal boundary set for c. This is a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 1. Adopt the notation of Lemma 1. Then 
( 1) x E S(c) only if there exists some c’ E up(c) such that x E c’. 
(2) For each c E C, in up(c) there is no C’CC. 
Proof. (1) follows trivially from Lemma 2. 
(2) directly follows from Definition 3.2. Lemma 1 shows the necessity of this sen- 
tence, because no point x exists which is outside c and inside c’. 0 
Definition 5. Given a concept class C and concepts c,c’ E C, we say that c’ does not 
afSect he boundary of c if for each sentry function S on C there exists another sentry 
function S’ on C- {c’} such that whenever c” # c’ is a concept in {c} U up(c), we 
have S(c”) = S’(c”). 
Corollary 2. With the same notation of Lemma 1, for every C and S, for each c E C 
such that X does not afleet its boundary, there exists a c’ E C such that c U S(c)Cc’. 
Proof. By induction. 
The sentence is trivially true for #S(c) = 1. Then we assume the sentence true for 
#S(c) = n and we prove that it holds for #S(c) = n + 1. 
Let us denote S(c) by &+I = {XI,. . ,x,+1}. Then any c” belonging to a restriction 
B of C on all concepts belonging to up(c) and containing up to n points {xi,, . . . ,xi,,} 
of &,I is sentinelled by a fixed subset 2, = {xf, , . . . ,xy,, } of &+I. 
The sentence trivially holds for any c” containing at least one point belonging to 
i,,, from Definition 3. In case c” contains only x E X,+1 - 2, from among the points 
of&+17 then c” $ up(c) n B. In fact, let us assume, ab absurdo, that c” E up(c), then 
~,,CS(c”). This, by induction hypothesis, happens only if in B exists a concept c”’ 
containing both x and ;kn, and this contradicts the assumption on B. 
Thus, all concepts in up(c) containing at most n points of &+I are sentinelled by 
x,,. Therefore, &+I is a minimal boundary set of c only if a c’ E up(c) exists such 
that the whole set &+I is included in c’. 0 
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Fact 1. For any concept class C and concept c E C, 
(1) no c’ @ up(c) afSects the boundary of c, 
(2) no c’cc aficts the boundary of c, 
(3) a concept c’ E up(c) can affect the boundary of c only for the part which is 
contained in it, i.e. for each S on C and c’ E up(c) a S’ exists on C - {c’} such that 
S(c)-S’(c)Cc’. 
Proof. Let us denote by A, G {(a E C ) c E up(a))} the set of the concepts a sharing 
in their up the concept c, and by A, = C-2, its complement. 
(i) Let us consider a c’ $! up(c). From (2) and (4) of Definition 3, for each c, 
S(c) takes into account only those c’ such that CC c’+. Now (c’ $! up(c)) H 
~(c <c’). Then, if c’ is sentinelled by S(c), this can happen only if there exists 
other c” in up(c) which have to be sentinelled by the points of S(c) n c’, indepen- 
dently of c’. If c’ is not sentinelled by S(c) we could hypothesize that one point 
of S(c) is devoted just to make l(c <c’). But again this is forbidden by (4) of 
Definition 3. 
Thus, for c, sentinelling points in C are still sentinelling points in C-c’. Moreover, 
since (c’ 6 up(c) & (c” E up(c)) + (c’ $! up(c”)) we can conclude that S’ of 
Definition 5 can have S’(c”) = S(c”) for each c” such that c” E ({a} U up(a) - {c’}), 
for some a E x. 
(ii) Let us assume that some c’ and some S on C exist such that for each S’ on 
C-{c’} there exists c’ E up(c) such that (S(c) - S’(c) - c’) # 0. 
Now, for each S’ on C-{c’} we can define a S” on C just by selecting each 
a E A,/ and adding to each S’(a) a point from the set S(a) n c’ which certainly 
makes c’ sentinelled by S”, namely the point required to every sentry function, by 
- 
Lemma 1. Then, let us build S’ by maintaining S’(a) = S(a) for each a E A,/, from 
(i), and dropping all unnecessary points from the minimum boundary sets upon S of the 
remaining concepts b E A,!. Let us build S” by adding, if necessary, the point required 
by S to sentinel c’. Since for each a, b E C (c’@up(a) & (c’ E up(b)) + b$up(a), the 
elimination of points belonging to b might leave S(a) still unchanged. Then S”(a) = 
S(a) for each a E A,?. Let us check what happens on A,/. For each a E A,/ with 
a # c, S”(a) C S(a), since the added point belongs to S(a), but S”(c) c S(c), since, 
from the assumption, there exists some y E S(c)&‘(c)-c’, and this contradicts (3) 
of Definition 3 on S(c). 
(iii) Putting together the previous points we built a S’ such that c’ does not affect 
- 
the boundary of any c E A,! and affects the boundary of c E A,! only for the part 
contained in c’. Thus, (1) and (3) are verified. 
(iv) The proof of (2) follows directly from (1) and (2) of Corollary 1. I7 
Definition 6 (Vapnik [12]). Given a concept class C and a finite set Q C X, let IZc(Q) 
denote the set of all subsets of Q that can be obtained by intersecting Q with a concept 
in C, i.e. Ii’,(Q) = {(Q n c 1 c E C)}. The Vapnik-Cheruonenkis dimension of C 
(shortly, &c(C)) [13] is the last integer d such that max(Q I#~=~)#I~c(Q) = 2d; if no 
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such d exists, then dvc(C) is assumed to be infinite. If #ZIc(Q) = 2#Q, then we say 
that Q is shuttered by C [3]. 
Theorem 1. For any concept class C, concept c E C. and sentry jimction S on C, the 
set S(c) is shuttered by C U {0,X}. 
Proof. We will prove this sentence by induction. 
We trivially realize that the statement is true for #S(c) = 1 since S(c) n c = 8 and, 
for each c’ E up(c), S(c) n c’ # 0. Then we assume the sentence true for #S(c) = n 
and prove that it holds for #S(c) = n + 1. 
Given C, S and c E C with S(c) of cardinality n + 1, let us consider X, = 
{Xl , . . . ,x,} c S(c). Then we extract from C a new concept class B C C such that 
there exists S’ on B such that X, = S’(c) and therefore it is shattered by B, hence by 
C, by assumption. Namely, we prune from C every concept c’ such that either c’ does 
not belong to up(c) or c’ contains the point x,+1 E (S(c) -X,). 
Then we build the new sentry function tightening the past one by removing from the 
old minimal boundary sets of the remaining concepts all points which do not belong to 
any ci E B and therefore are useless by Corollary l.Hence, we certainly remove x,+1 
from those sets, but, by Fact 1, no removal is due to the pruning of concepts outside 
up(c). It follows that: 
(a) up(c) in C includes up(c) in B, since B C up(c) in C; 
(b) in B for each c’ such that c 6 c’, c’ is sentinelled by X,,. In fact, by Definition 3 
in C we have that for each c’ such that c d c’, c’ is sentinelled by S(c). Now the 
pruning of C does not include any new concept in up(c) and removes from it concepts 
sentinelled by x,+ 1. So each remaining concept has to be sentinelled by X,, 
Therefore, there exists a S’ on B arising from this procedure such that S’(c) & X,,. 
In fact by (b), (1) and (2) of Definition 3 are satisfied by X,, whilst the conditions 
of (4) cannot be fulfilled by construction. It remains to check whether a subset of X, 
has this property, too. 
Let us assume that X,. has the property that S’(c) = X, -X,.. This means that during 
the thinning of S(c) the dropping of x,+] gives rise to the cancellation of a part 4(X,.) 
of X,. from S’(c). Now, from Corollary 1 we have 
4cG)C u (s(c)nc.T) 
c, EUP(C) 
and from Fact 1.3 it follows that there exists S’ such that the deletion of any q(&) 
must follow the deletion of a concept containing it. But, each c,: E up(c) is removed 
only if x,+1 (5 c,. Therefore: 
for each c, E UP(C), q(X) C S(c) n C, =+ q(&) u {x,,+,} C S(C) n c,. 
So q(&) is totally useless as a member of S(c) in S, and this contradicts the assump- 
tions. It follows that X, = S’(c) on B, therefore this set is shattered by the concepts 
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of BU (8,X). In particular, X does not affect the boundary of c, since x,+1 E X. Then 
X, is shattered by B U {0}, by Corollary 2. 
Let us now consider x,+1 E S(c) - X,,. According to the previous procedure, for 
each X, c &+I and each subset Q of X, a concept b E B exists such that Q C b and 
(S(c) - Q) II b is empty. But there exists a c’ E C UX, at least X, such that Xn+i C c’. 
So, adding this partition to all the other partitions containing exactly all the subsets of 
cardinality up to n of the n + 1 points of S(c) we completely shatter S(c). 0 
Corollary 3. For each C, detail dc satisfies the inequality dc < dvc(C) + 1. 
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 1 upon taking into account the possible 
addition of (0) and X to C. 0 
Remark 4. In Corollary 6 below we will show that (dvc(C) - 1)/176) < dc. This 
means that dc is another, possibly more manageable, way of looking at the same 
combinatorial property of C. 
Remark 5. There do exist concept classes C such that dc < dvc(C). For example, the 
concept class C, 
q=+++++++++. 
has dvc(C) = 3 and dc = 2. An example of S having the largest minimum boundary 
set is given by: S(q) = {x3}, S(Q) = {xz},S(cg) = {q},S(c4) = {x~},S(q) = 
{Xl},S(C2) = {X2),S(Cl) = {x1,x2). 
Example 4. The following two examples show the relevance of the (4) of Definition 3 
in the statement of S. In fact, any S which does not agree with that condition does 
not satisfy Theorem 1. 
The concept class 
c,=--- 
c2 =+ - -, 
c3=++--, 
c4 = + + +. 
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has dc = 1, since the only feasible S is: S(cs) = {xs},S(cz) = {xz},S(cr) = {xl}. Ac- 
tually, S(ct ) = {XZ,XJ} is unfeasible, since the largest concept which is not sentinelled 
by this minimum boundary set is ~2. On the other hand, if c2 is cancelled then {x2,13} 
does not remain a minimal boundary set. 
Quite different is the concept class: 
C,E--- 
c2=-+-, 
c3 = - - f, 
c4=+ - -, 
cg = - + f, 
‘&=++-, 
c7 = + + +. 
In this case S(cr ) always consists of a pair of points which constitute an enlargement 
of c3 or c4, but this is unavoidable: as matter of fact, the removal of S(cx) or S(c4) 
does not change S(cl). 
The rest of this section is devoted to a special family of concept classes in terms of 
contouring functions and of sentry functions. 
Definition 7. By a delta function F : (x,0) H F(x, 8) c 2” we mean the restriction of 
a contouring function F on the set {(x,0)} of only zero labelled points. This function 
selects sets of concepts so that all points of x are outside them. We call delta class A 
the union of the concepts belonging to F(x,B) with x ranging in X. We denote by r 
the delta class coming from a G(x, 0) as in Definition 1. 
Definition 8. For every precontouring function G, we define max(G(x,0)) = 
{(c E G(x,0) I th ere does not exist c’ E G(x, 0) such that c c c’)}. 
Definition 9. Let kZ be the set of vectors of length k over Z &X. Let B be a set of 
subsets of X and BZ be the quotient set of B with respect to the equivalence relation 
on the subsets of X defined by having the same intersection with Z. A delta function 
G(x, 0) is exhaustive if there exists an no such that, for each subset Y of X and for 
each n 2 no, the related G’ : ((x,0) 1 x E “(X f’ Y)) H G(x,0)r is a total function, 
and 0 is the infimum of the set {c E (max(G’(x,B)) for x E “(X fl Y)}. The first no 
having this property is called the exhaustiveness ize of G (in symbols es(G)). 
Definition 10. A delta function G(x, 0) is congruent if for any two vectors x,x’ over 
X it never happens that there exist c,c’ such that c cc’, c E G(x’, 0), set(x) CC, 
set(x) c c’ and set(x’) C 7. 
Remark 6. The exhaustiveness property of G allows us to assign a set of subsets of X 
to every sample x drawn from X, being warranted that at least one sample is the mark 
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Fig. 5. Exhaustiveness of a delta contouring function. For the delta class r = {X,q, ~2, ~3~0) an exhaustive 
contouring function G might attribute c2 to (xI,x~,x~,xz) and c2 to (x1,x3,x3,x3). Removing Q from X, the 
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Fig. 6. Congruency of a delta contouring function. It is unnatural and misleading that c E G(xl,nz,x~,xz), 0) 
when 1-4 is available to distinguish c from c’. 
of the set 0; the quotient set G(x,B)r is introduced to make this property holds even 
when some subset Q = r of X has probability measure P(Q) = 0 (see Fig. 5). This 
property is feasible as shown in Fact 2.1 below. 
Congruence is a technical expedient to include in G(x, 0) the set of the largest 
subsets of X consistent with x (see Fig. 6). Actually, it may happen that the contouring 
function which we employ is not congruent, but its congruent extension allows us to 
easily manage some worst-case properties of this function. 
Fact 2. (1) For any concept class C on a jinite set X, there exists a consistent 
congruent exhaustive contouring function F(x,0) with A = C and such that F has 
exhaustiveness ize less or equal the number of elements of X, in symbols es(F) < #X. 
(2) For any F there exists a congruent F’ such that, for any x and c E F(x,Q)), 
there exists a c’ E F/(x, 0) such that c 2 c’. Zf F is exhaustive, then so is F’. 
(3) Zf F is congruent then for each x we have F(x,0) = max(F(x,0)). 
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Proof. (1) Let us define F-‘(c) as the set Q of subsets of X such that we have 
F(x,0) = c iff set(x) E Q. If no such Q exists (e.g. in case F(x,0) depends on the 
number of replications of a same components in x) then F-‘(c) = 0. 
Assume F-‘(C) = X - c. Thus, F-‘(0) = X. The removal of any subset Y from 
X maintains the intersection of F-‘(0) with X-Y permanently inconsistent with any 
concept different from 0. 
Afterwards, we can test whether a tightening of F-’ has the same property. 
(2) Set F’ == ADAPT(F), where the function ADAPT is so defined: 
function ADAPT(F(x, 0)) 
for each c’, c” E C such that c’ c c” 
if x’ exists such that c’ E F(x’, 0), set(x) C 7 n c” and set(x’) C c” 
then c’ E F(x,0). 
for each c E F(x.0) 
if x’, c’ exist such that c’ E F(x, 0), c c c’, set(x’) c c n c’ 
then c 6 F(x, 0) 
return(F) 
end function 
By inspection, it is easy to see that the output of ADAPT is a congruent function 
satisfying the constraints of (2) and preserving the exhaustiveness of F. 
(3) This follows directly from Definitions 8 and 10. q 
Example 4. A consistent, congruent and exhaustive F(x,0) for the class C of Exam- 
ple 3 is given by 
set(F-‘(c? )> = {{xl}}, 
WF-‘(c3)) = {{x2}}, 
set(F-‘(cd)) = {0}! 
whose exhaustiveness size is 2. 
But for the following class: 
c, = - - -, 
c2 = - - -t, 
c3 = - + --) 
c4 = + - --) 
c5 = + + -t 
it is evident that the exhaustiveness size for any congruent F(x,0) is 3. In fact, F 
attributes to x the largest set consistent with it. So we need all the three variables 
x1,x2,x3 for contouring cl. 
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Considering delta functions in their twofold role of concept classes and outcomings 
of delta functions, allows us to bridge the gap between functions selecting concepts 
and functions providing minimum boundary sets for these concepts. 
Lemma 3. Given a delta class A and its congruent contouring function F(x,@) we 
have: 
(1) there exists a sentry function S and a concept c E A such that S(c) # 0; 
(2) for each x and c such that c E F(x,B) there exists a sentry function S such 
that S(c) C set(x). 
Proof. First of all we prove that S exists. Definition 3 is not satisfied if: 
(a) there exist, c,c’ such that c’ is not sentinelled by S(c) and c < c’. 
Now, from Lemma 1, at least one element of S(c) must belong to c’ - c. So we build 
a set P(c) = lJctEC (c’ - c) consisting of all the points belonging to c’ - c for any 
c’; hence any c’ is sentinelled by p(c). Note that p(c) satisfies (1) of Definition 3 by 
construction. 
(b) A subset of p(c) satisfies (2) in Definition 3. Then we replace /3(c) by this 
subset according to the prescriptions in (4) of Definition 3. The following situation 
could occur: during the pruning Q = p( c IS nonminimal, but if we remove a given ) 
point y we have at least one c’ such that (i) c c c’+, (ii) c’ is not sentinelled by b(c) 
but (iii) ~(c d c’) and (iv) the removal of c’ allows us to cancel y from /I(c). This 
means that y only severs to falsify (c < c’). Then we can obtain Q’ by substituting in 
Q y with y’ E (c’ - c) and, eventually, continue to prune Q’. Point y’ always exists, 
because of Fact 1.2. But the process game can never terminate if the above substi- 
tution yields a new element, say c”, satisfying conditions (i)-(iv). This would mean 
that c” is sentinelled by the only y in Q, whence c’ does not satisfy condition (iv) 
(i.e. the removal of c’ does not allow us to cancel y from Q). Therefore, conditions 
(i)-(iv) can be always overtaken during the pruning of p(c). Points (a) and (b) de- 
fine a procedure for building a sentry function S. Let us check the properties of this 
function. 
(1) There exists c such that S(c) # 8, since X and 8 are added to A in Definition 3. 
(2) Let c E F(x, 8) and consider the concept class A- = A - {c}. By ( 1) a nontrivial 
sentry function S for this class exists. 
Now let us add {c} to A- and extend S- to A such that conditions (l)-(4) of Defini- 
tion 3 are satisfied. Let us denote by S this extension. From Fact 1.2, S(c) does not 
depend on any c’ Cc. On the other hand, assume ab absurd0 that no S can be built 
such that S(c) 2 set(x). This can only happen if for every S there is some c” # c such 
that c U S(c) C_ c” U S(c”) and c” is not sentinelled by set(x). Then S(c) - S(c”) C c”, 
and (S(c) - S(c”) g set(x)). N ow, if CC c” this contradicts the congruency of F. 
Let us consider the case (c g c”); in building S we can avoid c U S(c) Cc” U S(c”) 
if we avoid c z c” U S(c”). This happens if c - c” is not used for building S(c”). 
But, from Corollary 1.2, we need c - c” 2 S(c”) only if there exists c”’ such that 
c u c” c c”‘. Now, no point of c - c” belongs to set(x) by definition, no point of c” -c 
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belongs to set(x) by our absurdum hypothesis. Moreover, no point of set(x) belongs 
to c”’ - c”, for otherwise this point could sentinel c”’ as a point either of S(c”). so 
removing the need of having c -c” 2 S(c”), or directly of S(c), so removing the need 
of sentinelling c”. Then either c”’ or some 5 such that c”’ C c would belong to F(x,0) 
and this contradicts the congruency of F. 0 
3. Measuring A classes 
From now on, we will consider only measurable subsets of X; this means that any 
collection of concepts, such as concept classes C or delta classes A, is assumed to be 
included in the o-algebra 9 of a probability space (X, 5, P). 
Let us focus on probability measures of the elements of a delta class A. For given 
A, let us consider both a contouring function F and a sentry function S, and select a 
concept c of A. A subset of X containing c and S(c) has a probability measure no 
less than that of c U S(c). For appraising P(c), in this section we relate the event: 
“P(c) < tl” with the event “a subset of X of measure a contains at least #S(c) many 
random points”. 
Notation. By X, we mean the sampling algorithm (briefly sampling) which supplies 
random sample vectors 5, consisting of m independent random variables 41, (2,. . . ,(, 
drawn from a probability space (X, F,F’). We recall that, starting from the above 
probability space, the sampling algorithm gives raise to the product probability space 
($4, @m),p’N), where Xc”) is the Cartesian product of m copies of X and Ptrn) is 
canonically determined by the condition Pcm)(&) = ny!, &. 
Definition 11. Given a probability space (X, Y, P), a delta class A and a random sam- 
pled vector x, we define frontiers O’S of x in two steps, as follows. 
We first let e(X) = SupcEFcx,aj {P(c)}. Then we define @i(x) = {(o E F(x,B) 1 P(a) = 
Kx))). 
Remark 7. For any F, S and P, CJ E max(F(x, 0)). 
Fact 3. Given a delta class A and probability measure P, let us denote by M the 
maximality class M = ((0 1 cr E Q(x)), for each x from X}. Then dM < dc. 
Proof. Trivial, since MC C. q 
The rest of the paper relies on the following lemma. 
Lemma 4 (Basic Lemma). Assume we are given: 
_ a nonempty set X, 
_ an exhaustive delta function F which defines a delta class A of detail dd = p, 
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_ a probability measure P, and 
_ a sampling X,, with m > es(F). 
Consider the family of sets of random sets defined by F(cm, @), where the first argu- 
ment of F is a random vector of length exactly m. 
Let us denote by U, the random variable giving the probability measure of a c E 
F(~,,@J). Further, let us denote by ur, the analogous probability measure of a c E 
F(xm,8), where x, is now fixed. Let 
P-1 




~‘(1 - ~()m-i. 
Then we have 
(1)ForeachO<a<1,P(“)(U,da)3I,(,u,m-p+l). (1) 
(2) If, moreover, F is also assumed to be congruent then for each 0 < CI < 1 there 
exists a distribution law such that P(“)(Ufl < c() 6 I,( 1,m). (2) 
Proof. First of all we observe that, for any sequence B = BI C B2 C Bj C.. of 
subsets of X such that the current one contains all the previous ones, the proba- 
bility measure ug of B E B is a monotonic nondecreasing function of its size 0s in 
any euclidean metrics [15] (see Fig. 7). In particular, for each F(x,, @),c E F(x,, @I) 
and S(c), let us consider sequences B(c+) containing c U S(c) such that no element 
included in c U S(c) contains any point of S(c) and call c+ the pivot of B(c+). 
Moreover, for any given c E F(x,, 0), consider the sequences U(c+) of the proba- 
bility measures of the sets in B(c+)‘s, and let c(” denote the infimum of the prob- 
abilities > CY belonging to these sequences. Finally, we remember that for any sub- 
set b of X (hence for any item of B, too) of measure z, the distribution law of 
the random variable N, which counts the number of points in cm falling inside b is 
given by 
P’“‘(N, 3 u) = 1 - ‘5 m (. )o’(l-l)m-f 
i=a 1 
Now, for any sampled x,, we consider a concept c,, E @(x~). Then we refer to the 
congruent function F’ defined as in Fact 2.2, and choose a CM,,,, E F/(x,,@) such that 
cxjg, c CM. %11 . 
By Lemma 3, for any congruent F’ and a there exists among the above sequences a 
certain B(c&J - namely one having a CM,,,, U S(CM,,,,) such that S(CM,,~, ) C set@, 1 as 
pivot - and an item B,I, such that n,lf > #S(CM,,,, ) implies S(CM,, ) &B,,,, where nb” 
is the actual number of points of x,,, falling inside Bar, (remember that by definition 
no point of set(&) is inside CM(&)). This last event happens iff c& C B,f,, provided Xl,1 - 
that F and then F’ is exhaustive. In fact, the exhaustiveness of F’ implies that for any 
a there exists x, and CM 1,,, such that P(cM,,,,) < c( and, consequently P(c&J < ~4’. 
Summing up, let us call UP + = P(c) + P(S(c) where c E F(r,,0), and Ul = 
P(cM<,,) + P(S(CM~,,,)) where S(cr,~) c set(r,) and denote by small u the analogous 
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Fig. 7. Rate of growth of the probability measure us of 5 with the enlargement of its size c~ 
probabilities when &,, is substituted by a fixed vector x,, then: 
(a) (U, d a> + (U$ < a”); 
(b) for each B(c,$~~,, > such that S(CM,,,, > L x,, there exists BZff E B(c&J such that 
(c) p@)(U, < a) > p@)(& 2 #s(cM<,,,)) > P’“‘(& 3 #s(cM<,,,)) 3 pcm)(tf, > p). 
To establish inequalities on P(“)(Up < a) in the other direction we have not so pow- 
erful results. Rut we can rely on a special case which binds from the top the mea- 
surability of LI. To this purpose, let us consider F(x,,0). For any c* E d, let the 
point B be in c* and A outside c*. In case the distribution law on X is concen- 
trated in A with probability P(A) = CI and in B with probability P(B) = 1 - X, 
the crucial point is whether or not F(c,,0) contains a concept c containing A or B. 
Now, 8 must belong to F(xm, 0) when set(x,) C{A, B} because of the exhuastivity 
of F. Analogously, 8 cannot belong to F(x,,O) when set(x,) = {A} or set(x,) = 
{B} by congruency of F. Finally, c will contain B or A only if we don’t extract 
it, by consistency of F. So, under this distribution, for each a, P(“)(U,, < x) = 
Pcrn) (both A and B belong to set(x,)) = 1 - 2” - (1 - a)m. This implies that 
P’“‘(U, < a) < I,(l,m). 
Then for each class d and for each CI there exists a distribution law such that for 
each c E dPcm)(UM < LX) d I%( 1,m). 0 
Remark 8. Note the different role of the parameters detail dd of the class d and 
exhaustiveness size es(F) of the contouring function defining the class. The latter one 
supervises the randomness of the event Pcm)(U, 6 r), in the sense that it controls 
the cardinality of the samples allowing us to assume the existence of some c with 
U, < CC The former parametrizes the probability of this event, by counting the degree 
of freedom [ 151 which are burned by the statistics according to the above B sequences. 
Remark 9. Note that in the above proof of the upper bound the hypothesis that F is 
consistent represents the best case for having small values of U,,. So the following 
corollary holds. 
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Corollary 4. Assume we are given a set X, a congruent delta function G of detail 
dr = p, and a sampling X_,,. Then for each 0 < CI < 1 there exists a distribution law 
such that P(“)(Up < a) < Z,(l,m). 0 
4. PAC learning a concept class 
In the following we summarize the basic definitions of PAC learning. Combining 
the latter with the results of the previous sections we obtain some strengthenings of 
the basic results on sample complexity. 
Notation. We denote by g a sampling which supplies random vectors S; consisting 
of m independent random pair 51, xc(5i), 52, xr(52), . . . , t,, xc(&), with ti drawn from 
a probability space (X, F,P), where xc(<) is a (0, 1}-valued random variable such that 
(xc(<) 15 = x) = xc(x) for some concept c on X. 
Definition 12. Given a probability space (X, S,P) and a concept class C, for any given 
c E C we denote by labelled sample <“, of size m the random vector generated by a 
labelled sampling . By a hypothesis H we mean any statistics on rh which defines a 
random subset of X. For any given nC, the value h of H is said to be consistent with xi 
if for every xi we have xc(xi) = xh(Xi). We denote by H + c the set {(h + c ) h E H)}, 
rememeber that d&C i c) = d&C), and define dH,c = sup{dH+,}. 
CEC 
Definition 13. Given a concept class C on X, by a learning algorithm we mean a 
function A : {x”} H {h} such that: for every 0 < 6, E < 1 there is an integer 
m0 > 0 such that for every labelled sampling g with m 2 ma and H = A(ch) the 
probability p,,, = %(5) # XH(~)) is bounded by the probabilistical inequality: 
P’“‘(Perro, < E) 3 1 - 6. 
If such a function exists, the class C is said to be learnable, E and 6 are called ac- 
curacy parameters of the learning algorithm, and the restriction of A to the set {(nk] 
m am’)} is said to be a learning algorithm with accuracy parameters E and 6 for C. 
Definition 14. Given a concept class C on X, let us denote by “Z, the set of labelled 
samples X: of size m with all the components Xi belonging to Z, and by B, as in 
Definition 9. Then a function A : {xk} H C is strongly surjectiue if for each subset 
Y of X, A is a surjection from “Y, onto Cr. 
The basic result on the observability of C is the following. 
Theorem 2 (Blumer et al. [4]). Let C any concept class with dvc(C) = d. For any 
labelled sampling x we have 
(1) For every probability measure P on X, and any 0 < 6, E < 1, in case 
m> max{~lg(~),~lg(~)}, 
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every consistent strongly surjective function A : {XC,} H C is a learning algorithm 
with accuracy parameters E and 6 for C. 
(2) On the other hand, for any 0 < E < $ and 0 < 6 < l/100, in case 
1 
m <max lg - 10 1 d-l & -lg(l - 8)’ 32~ ’ 
there exists a probability measure P on X such that no function A : {x_;} H C is a 
learning algorithm with accuracy parameters E and (5 for C. 
The above result follows from the computation of the probability of selecting, through 
A, a hypothesis h whose symmetric difference with the unknown c E C measures less 
or equal E. We can think of the set {h + c} as a delta class d coinciding with the union 
of the sets in the image of the function F : (x, 0) H F(x, 0) c H +- c E {h + c}. On the 
basis of sample x, of size m, this function selects a set of h’s and therefore a set of 
h t c’s, so that all the points of set(x,) are outside each one of them. Actually, the 
differently labelled points of Definition 12 are now all 0-labelled with respect to h t c 
when h is consistent (see Remark 1). So we can use the results of the previous sections, 
which concern any selection h among F(x, 8) and therefore any learning strategy coded 
by A. Note that the strong surjectivity of A translates the exhaustivity property of F. 
In the original formulation of the theorem a companion property is directly charged on 
the concept class through the notion of well-behaved concept class (see the discussion 
at the end of next section), but in this way occurrences of non exhaustive algorithms 
on well-behaved classes are not taken into account. 
From Lemma 4 we obtain an improved version of Theorem 2. 
Theorem 3. Let C be any concept class with d C--C = p. For any labelled sampling 
xk we have: For every probability measure P on X and any 0 < 6, E < 1, in case 
every consistent strongly surjective function A : {x”,} H C is a learning algorithm 
with accuracy parameters E and 6 for C. 
On the other hand, in case 
1 
m<lg - 0 1 6 -lg(l -&) 
there exists a distribution law such that no function A : {x’,} H H is a learning 
algorithm with accuracy parameters E and 6 for C. 
Proof- {A, C} C{G : (x,8) H G(x, 8) E 2”%‘} in the sense that, for each A and c 
there exists a G such that for each xi, A(x’,) + c C G(x, 0). Moreover, A strongly 
surjective implies that the related delta function A : (x, 0) H C + c is exhaustive for 
every c E C. Then, 
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(a) From inequality (1) of the basic lemma, 
P’“‘(U,~~)~l,(~,m-C1+1)= 1 -p! ” 
0 i=(J z 
ai(l _ a)m-i 
implies that P( U, de)3 1 - 6 is always satisfied if 
(b) From Corollary 4, P@‘)(U, d cn) <Z,( 1, m) implies that P@)( U, GE) > 1 - 6 is 
satisfied for each distribution law only if 
1 
m> 
-lg( 1 - E) 
lg ; . 
0 
Here, with reference to the points A and B of probability P(A) = t( and P(B) = 1 - CI 
mentioned in the proof of the second part of Lemma 4, the congruence condition on 
G is replaced by the applicability of A to each goal concept c E C giving rise to 
symmetric differences belonging to (G(xmr 8) 1 set(x,) &{A,B}), as shown in the proof 
of Theorem 2 in [4]. 
Note that in the second part of the proof we do not need H = C. 0 
4.1. What size needs exhaustiveness? 
Consider the following class C: 
c, = - - -, 
c2 = + - +, 
c3 = -++, 
c4 =+++. 
Note dvc(C) is 2, but for any choice A((xj, x&j));j = 1.. .m), with m = 1 there 
exists a distribution law p such that a ci exists which will never be inferred by A 
and the c’ selected in its place is such that p(c’ + ci) > 0. For instance, let us assume 
N(x3,O)) = CI, A((xz,O)) = ~2, Nb, 1)) = ~2, A((x1,0)) = ~3, Nh 1)) = ~3 
A((x~, 1)) = ~4. Now, in case P(xs)=O, P(xl)= i, P(xz)= i,q will never be selected, 
since c2 or cg will always be selected in its place, even if P(q + ~2) = P(q +q) = i. 
By simple inspection we see that no other assignment allows us to avoid this kind of 
drawback. 
Analogously, in [4, Appendix Al] it is shown 
Fact 4. For X = [0, I] and well ordered such that all prejixes of the well ordering are 
countable, for C = the set of all sujixes of the well ordering, including the empty 
set, we have that no learning algorithm A with a finite number of arguments can 
exactly identify any concept of the class. 
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In the absence of evident relations between dc or d”,-(C) and the number of points 
that A needs to select any c from C - i.e. to assure the exhaustiveness of the related 
delta function -, we define, the following measure on C. 
Definition 15. Given a learning algorithm A on a concept class C, by a signature of 
C we mean a function R : C H {R(c)}, where R(c) is a set of labelled vectors r, of 
components (xi,xc(xi)), i = 1,. . ., m (the length m possibly varying from one vector 
to another, more than one V, possibly existing for a single c), such that 
( 1) (Exhaustiveness) With the same notation of Definition 9, for each (Y C: X) and 
each c E Cr, there exists an m and an v, belonging to m Y. 
(2) (Meaningfulness) A(v,) = c. 
(3) (Minimality) No subvector of r, has property (2). 
We further define the arity aA of A as follows: 
UA = sup 1~~1 if IY,I is bounded, cc otherwise. 
7, 0: -C 
Remark 10. It is not immediate to link aA with parameters characterising C. The value 
of aA depends both on the representation of C and on the learning strategy. 
As an example, the class of circles and of triangles with edges parallel to three 
fixed straight lines have both d vc = 3 [14] (but the related symmetric differences have 
d4 = 2 and 3, respectively). Now, we can adopt a learning algorithm of arity 2 for the 
former, when the signature of a circle is given by two points identifying the extremes 
of its diameter, where an end point is inside or outside the circle depending on its 
label. For the triangle we must have an arity of at least 3, since not all triangles can 
be selected by A on two sampled points only. 
But, even in case of circles, the learning algorithm might identify circles through 
their diameter and a tangent passing for a pair of points. Under this learning strategy 
again we obtain an algorithm of arity >2. 
The following example exhibits a learning algorithm whose arity is arbitrarily high 
for learning a class with dvc = dc = 3. 
Example 5. Let X be the set N of natural numbers and C = (0, N, ci, qj; i,j = 1,. . .}, 
where c, = {i} and ci,j = { i,j}. Consider the following algorithm: 
- A((. ,O). . . . . (. ,O)) = 0; 
- A((i, 11, (6 11,. . . . , (i, 1)) = 
h tmes 
z;efw:se. 
- A((& 1 >(j, 1)) = Ci,j; 
~ for each XL containing (i, 1) h times and some 0-labelled points, let A(xL) = 
A((6 I>, . . . , (i, l)), if this concept is consistent with the sample, otherwise A(_$) = 
c,,i+h’ here h’ is the first natural number greater than h such that ci,i+h’ is consistent 
with the sample; 
- for each x;, containing two points (i, 1 ), (j, 1) and some 0-labelled points, A(xk) = 
C1.j; 
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- for each x”, containing at least three 1-labelled points and some 0-labelled points 
A@;) = N; 
Then, the arity of this algorithm is k. 
Definition 16. The arity ac and grain C(C of a class C are, respectively, defined 
the sup and the inf of the arity of the learning algorithms for C. In symbols: 
ac = sup aA; 
A 
UC = i”,f aA 
to be 
Remark 11. Natarajan [6] introduced a notion of width of a concept class which is 
quite similar to our ac. But that was defined only for Boolean functions with Boolean 
arguments and was strictly linked to the length of the inputs to these functions. Actually, 
Natarajan notion of width plays a role which is more similar to our notion of the detail 
of C. But this role, however, stems from purely counting arguments, which do not apply 
to continuous X. 
Fact 5. If a signature R is dejined for A, then its associated delta function A : 
(x, 0) H C + c is exhaustive for each c E C. 
Proof. This directly follows from Definition 9 and 15. 0 
Fact 6. Given a concept class C and a sentry function S, there exists a learning 
algorithm A and a nonexhaustive signature R such that for each concept c there 
exists an r, such that S(c) E r,. (Note that property (1) of Defmition 15 needs not 
hold). 
Proof (sketch). Given S(c), we add some more point to select c among all the concept 
sentinelled by S(c). q 
Using Fact 5 we get: 
Corollary 5. For any given concepts class C, with dc,c = p, for any consistent func- 
tion A : {xi} H C with aA = k, and for any Iabelled sampling Xi, we have: For 
every probability measure P on X and any 0 < 6, E < 1, if 
2 
ma max 
{ 0 5.5@ - 1) ;lg f > E ,k 
then A is a learning algorithm with accuracy parameters E and 6 for C. 
On the other hand, for all 0 < E -c 1 and 0 < E < 1/2k, if 
1 
m < max lg - 10 1 6 -lg(l - Ejyk 
then there exists a probability measure P on X such that A cannot be a learning 
algorithm with accuracy parameters E and 6 for C. 
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Proof. Sufficiency directly follows from Theorem 3 and Fact 5. 
For the converse, consider a consistent A and some c such that Jr,] = k, and let 
us assume that the probability measure is equally distributed on the components of Y,, 
and is 0 otherwise, except possibly for k many points which depend on the adopted 
learning algorithm. So, the learning problem amounts to guess a proper partition of at 
most k + k points. Namely, since u, is a minimum vector, letting qr be a subvector of 
r, obtained by suppressing one component, we have A(q,) = c’ for some c’ # c. Let 
y t c t c’ (possibly y @ set (u,)) and p(y) # 0. This means that in learning A(v,) 
through any qr we meet, with probability 1, 
least 1/(2k). 0 
a symmetric difference of probability at 
So, m 2 k is necessary to give room to all the hypotheses, while 
1 
m>lg - 0 1 6 -lg(l -E) 
is necessary to maintain low error probabilities. 
Remark 12. The lower bound in Corollary 5 is higher than that of Theorem 3, since the 
condition therein “for any consistent function A : {XL} H C there exists a distribution 
law so that A cannot be a learning algorithm for C” is sharper than the condition “there 
exists a distribution law so that no consistent function A : {xi} H C is a learning 
algorithm for C”. Actually, in the absence of any knowledge on the sample distribution 
law, the first condition appears more realistic, and, however, is the appropriate negation 
of the learnability conditions. 
The second term of the lower bound of Theorem 2 comes from similar considera- 
tions, based on the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension of C, as the following discussion 
shows. 
Fact 7. Let C be a class of concepts with dvc(C) = d and vet(x) be a vector whose 
components are the sole difSerent items of x. Assume A belongs to the family of 
learning algorithms such that A(f) = A(vec(Y)). Consider a sampling & Then 
there exists a probability measure P on X such that .for any m < d, A(xh) is not 
exhaustive for some c E C. 
Proof. Let Xd be a set of points shattered by C. Let the probability distribution P be 
uniform on these points and 0 elsewhere. From the definition of dvc, we can identify 
C with 2xd. So, for any algorithm A(x;) there exists a c* which does not belong to 
the image of the related contouring function. This means that Ctc* is not exhaustive. 
If we combine Theorem 2 and Corollary 5, we are unable to tighten definitely the 
usual gap between the learnability bounds [5]. However, for the class of the consistent 
algorithms, we have: 
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Lemma 6. For any concept class C with dc,c = p and dvc(C) = d, for any proba- 
bility measure P on X, let p be the ratio between maximum and minimum numbers 
of examples needed to learn a concept via any consistent function A : {xz} H C of 
arity aA, with accuracy parameters 0 < F < min{ $, ;aA} and 0 < 6 < l/100. Then p 
is bounded by a constant. 
Proof. Consider the following inequalities: 
2 max lg 1 
{ 0 
1 d-l 
6 -lg(l - E)’ 32s . 
We have 
if aA = maX{5.5p/&, (2/&)lg (l/s), aA>, then p z 1. 
If 5.5~/& = max{5.5p/&, (2/&)lg (l/6), aA>, then p < 176. 
otherwise, p, given by the ratio between the first and third term is less than 2.3, 
since 
l lg(i) +lg(;). q 
-lg( 1 - E) 
Corollary 6. dvc(C) + 1 adc,c > (&c(C) - 1)/176. 
Proof. We obtain from Corollary 3 the inequality between first and second terms, and 
by direct inspection the inequality between second and third terms. [7 
If we relax the consistency constraint on A, we might rely on the above parameters 
ac and ac having the following corollary, whose proof is omitted since it follows 
directly from that of Corollary 5. 
Corollary 7. For any given concept class C, with dc,c = p, ac = a, and CIC = a, and 
for any labelled sampling X_i, we have 
(1) For every probability measure P on X and any 0 < 6, E < 1, if 
2 
ma max 
i 0 ;k$, 5.5(/J - 1) E ,a, 1 
then every consistent function A : {xk} H C is a learning algorithm with accuracy 
parameters E and 6 for C. 
(2) On the other hand, for all 0 < E < 1 and 0 < E < ia, if 
m < lg lg L 
10 
1 
6 -lg(l -E)+ 
then, for any function A : {XL} ++ C there exists a probability measure P on X such 
that A cannot be a learning algorithm with accuracy parameters E and 6 for C. 
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This corollary slightly enlarges the gap between maximum and minimum sample 
size when some inconsistent hypotheses are allowed. 
What is the relevance of UA on the sample complexity of A? 
From the bottom, it is easy to to prove the following sentence which casts the parameter 
for a little part. 
Fact 8. For dvc(C) < 17, the lower bound to the sample complexity does not depend 
on aA. 
Proof. By direct inspection trying to make the lower bound (d - 1)/32s < aA for 
c < ia& where the last bound is required by Corolloary 5. 0 
On the other direction, it remains an interesting problem for us to identify families 
of learning tasks and algorithms whose upper bound on sample complexity relies just 
on the arity of the algorithm. 
Fact 4 exhibits a problem which is unlearnable just because the grain of the concept 
class (see Definition 16) is infinite. This comes, of course, from an inner property of 
the concept class which characterizes the class as non well-behaved [4]. However, in 
principle, we might think of a nonspecious concept class and a very costly learning 
function A, whose signatures require, just to mention E approximations of the goal 
concept, sample sizes even larger than the usual upper bounds. As matter of fact we 
did not succeed in finding a similar function. On the contrary, we checked that the 
algorithm of Example 5 is well ruled by usual upper bounds, in spite of the arbitrariness 
of its arity. 
Where the arity is ineffective we can extend the narrowing of the gap on sample 
complexity to the wider range of parameters, and remove the constraint of consistency 
of the learning algorithm. 
Corollary 8. For any concept class C on X, with dvc (C) 2 17, and any probability 
measure P on X, the ratio p between maximum and minimum numbers of examples 
needed to learn C with accuracy purameters 0 < E < i, 0 < 6 < l/100 is bounded by 
u constant. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 6 and Fact 8. q 
4.2. The lower cost of subsymbolic learning 
In this section we do not state any theorem or lemma. Rather, we just try to ad- 
umbrate some realistic management of the new complexity indices and to understand 
why subsymbolic learning [7] is cheaper. 
We start from the prejudice that focusing on the boundary sets is much convenient 
to subsymbolic learning, whereas using the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension is mainly 
appropriate to the symbolic one. 
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Suppose we want to learn a formula c which we know, for instance, belongs to the 
class of k-term-DNF formulas. Having such piece of information, we take this class or 
some wider one as our hypothesis class. Then we compute its Vapnik-Chervonenkis 
dimension and state upper and lower bound to the sample size. 
By ignoring or disregarding the information about the concept class, we can design 
a neural network and a learning algorithm for this network. It is commonly claimed 
that here the hypothesis class coincides with the set of all functions computable by the 
network on varying the parameters, and that this class must contain that of the target 
function, in this case the class of k-term-DNF formulas. 
Actually, what we want to learn is a given formula under a feasible distribution law, 
and not an arbitrary one. What we select is a set of network parameters from among 
those encountered during the training state, and not among all the possible parameters. 
This reduces the dimensions of the learning problem, since it loses the VC dimension 
of the (class of all the possible functions computable by the) network. Moreover, the 
detail of the actual class of hypotheses and the arity of the learning algorithm might 
be estimated during the training process. 
Consider a usual subsymbolic learning procedure which evolves as follows: 
Take a neural network and train it on a growing number of labelled examples. 
At the end of each step test the trained network on N further examples. Stop the 
training whenever all the labels of the last test sample coincide with the output of the 
network. Otherwise, continue estimating the size of the next training set and retraining 
the network. 
We point out here two elementary facts: 
(i) The event “the subset of the sample space where the label of the samples coin- 
cides with the output of the network measures at least 1 - 2’ is equivalent to the event 
“the probability measure of the symmetric difference between the hypothesis supplied 
by the network and c is <E”. Both events imply the event “a signature of a concept c, 
whose symmetrical difference measure with c is GE was completely extracted during 
the training”. 
(ii) At the completion of each training step, the hypothesis that the error E of point 
(i) is less or equal to a given EO is wrongly accepted by the test sample, against the 
alternative of E > ~0, with probability at most (1 - ~0)~. 
So we have a possibly never ending learning algorithm whose correctness is tested 
directly basing on the output performance. Namely, when the algorithm stops we have 
an error smaller than EO with confidence at least (1 - ~0)~. 
Therefore, the knowledge of the arity and detail parameters is only used to size the 
next training set. We might determine an approximate value of this size through broad 
estimates of the arity a, and the detail p. Loosely speaking in the light of Fact 6 
and point (ii) above, we assume the former as an upper bound on the second. Since 
the maximum cardinality of the signatures of hypotheses encountered by the learning 
algorithm is a growing function of the size of the growing training set, we have that 
this maximum is a lower bound on a, which can be assumed as a rough estimate of 
both ac and p. 
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We base this estimate, as well as the expectation of small values of a, on the 
following conjecture: During its training story, the network should naturally optimize 
the shape of these hypotheses (i.e. the values of the net parameters) searching for the 
minimal arity and detail of a set H, of hypotheses which assures an s-cover of c, with 
a given probability 1 - 6. The learning algorithm is the same for each c E C, but the 
optimization of the hypothesis complexity strictly depends on: (i) the goal c, i.e. on 
the net architecture for guessing c, (ii) the past training story or the initialization of 
the parameters of the net, and (iii) the accuracy parameters which highly condition the 
evolution of the net parameters during the training. Thus we might view a subsymbolic 
(neural) learning algorithm as a collection of algorithms, using different classes of 
hypotheses for each learning target. We might rely on the claimed capability of the 
neural network for locally lowering the inherent nonuniform complexity of the global 
class of hypotheses on C, when the network is trained for the more “natural” leamings 
jobs. 
Of course, we can always design a ghastly distribution law which, as in the proof 
of Corollary 4 and Theorem 3, dumps the above optimizing mechanism. But these 
artificial distributions are rarely met in real learning problems. 
5. Conclusions 
General results on learnability usually refer to the families of functions which (i) 
are consistent with the labelled sample and (ii) include the concept class, as a minimal 
requisite for the output of the learning algorithm. 
In this paper we have examined the consequences of these constraints on the struc- 
tural properties of the algorithm and we have found out that: 
(1) Among the arguments of the learning algorithm A a key role is played by two 
families of minimal sets of points: those which univocally determine the hypotheses 
computed by A (signature), and those which prevent A from selecting a hypothesis 
which properly includes the one determined by the former points (minimum boundary 
sets). 
(2) A learning algorithm must be exhaustive, in the sense that it must be able to 
output all the concepts of the class to be learnt, modulo equivalence relations induced 
by the distribution law on the support of the concepts. This obvious requisite might 
bind the sample size necessary to learn. 
(3) Starting from the sets of Point (1 ), and taking into account the bounds of Point 
(2) using nonparametric probabilistic techniques, we can show that the ratio between 
upper and lower bounds on sample complexity is generally bounded by a constant for 
severe values of the accuracy parameters. 
(4) Subsymoblic learning might afford estimates of the complexity of the learning 
task, and use hypothesis classes of lowest sample complexity. 
We dealt with statistics whose degrees of freedom are reduced by the cardinality 
of the involved minimum boundary sets (see Lemma 4). So the management of the 
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degrees of freedom, which is so crucial in experiment design, finds here a connection 
with the complexity of the relations with which we link the sample points. From a 
dual viewpoint, we give a seed for dealing with noncompletely independent sampled 
items, in the line of [ 1,2]. 
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